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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the problems of mathematical description of physical processes in open
non-equilibrium atmosphere. It is proposed that
the mathematical description should be based
on the idea that properties of an open system
are determined by the properties of its elements
and external constraints. It is also explained why
atmosphere should be represented by an open
non-equilibrium system of gas and radiation. Difference between physical processes in the above mentioned system and equilibrium atmosphere is given. The modification of equations of
non-equilibrium thermodynamics for a system
of gas and radiation is proposed. Possible ways
for further development of tools of non-equilibrium thermodynamics are considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of the global change of the climate is a
serious challenge to humanity and, above all, to the science [1]. But today we cannot even confidently answer
whether this climate change is connected with the anthropogenic factor or with the natural processes. The reason mostly lies in that the present physical theory does
not allow strictly enough describing the evolutionary
processes in open non-equilibrium systems arising from
the changes in external constraints. Our atmosphere is
precisely such a system. i.e., the Earth’s atmosphere is an
open non-equilibrium self-consistent system of “gas-radiation” (GRS). The non-equilibrium and openness of the
atmosphere are determined by solar radiation and its inCopyright © 2014 SciRes.

teraction with the atmospheric gas. The radiation ensures
a constant flow of energy into the atmosphere and sets
the space-time structure of the gas, determines its composition and the deviation from equilibrium [2-6]. Therefore, to build a dynamic model of the atmosphere it
should be seen as GRS.
Mathematical apparatus, which was suitable for creating models of GRS, started to develop recently. Prior to
this study of the atmosphere were carried out in the
frame of the thermodynamic approach. The role of solar
radiation was reduced to the source of atmospheric disturbances of different scales. The tides of the atmosphere
caused by the motion of the sun across the sky were studied in the frame of this approach [4]. In this case, the
solar radiation played the role of a regular source of
large-scale atmospheric disturbances due to the heating.
Thus the root cause of the occurrence of these disturbances is a diurnal variation of the solar radiation. The
inhomogeneous structure of the atmosphere, created by
such a source of disturbances, has a scale commensurate
with the scale of the Earth and the period comparable to
the period of the day.
In addition to the large-scale structure of the atmosphere, the solar radiation flux creates a fine-scale structure. This structure is created by the solar terminator (ST).
The space-time structure of the perturbation parameters
of the atmosphere, created by the ST, has periods ranging
from several minutes to several hours and covers the
entire globe. The nature of these irregularities is much
more complicated than the nature of the tides. It is associated with sharp changes of photochemical and other
parameters of the atmosphere due to the rapid change of
the flux of solar radiation in the region of ST [7,8].
In recent decades mainly due to a sharp change in climate [1], the studies of the atmosphere as an open nonequilibrium system was started. In the first stage of this
research, the questions about the role played in the dynamics of the atmosphere of openness and factor of
non-equilibrium were studied. The estimations of the
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entropy production in the atmosphere during its interaction with solar radiation were performed [3]. The entropy
production is the most important parameter indicating the
degree of non-equilibrium of the atmosphere. These calculations confirmed the essential role of the openness of
the atmosphere. Later some peculiarities of the entropy
balance have been studied [6]. The questions of the stability and properties of the climate models were considered [9]. A comprehensive analysis of observations on
long-term changes in the radiation balance of the atmosphere in order to identify trends of climate change was
carried out [10]. These studies have shown that the accounting of the non-equilibriums and openness of the
atmosphere for improving the dynamic model of the atmosphere are required.
To evaluate the contribution of the non-equilibrium
processes into the dynamic structure of the atmosphere,
the analysis of the dispersion relation for acoustic-gravity
waves in view of their non-linear interaction with the
solar radiation, was performed [11]. This analysis allowed us to determine the instability rate due to radiation.
It was found that the instability of the atmosphere exists
for the waves with periods of 5 minutes during sunrise
period at the altitudes 100 km.
As a next step in the development of studies of the
atmosphere, the peculiarities in variations of the atmosphere due to the influence flows of the solar radiation on
the dynamic properties of the atmospheric gas were investigated. Studies were carried out on the basis of the
linearized empirical equations of non-equilibrium thermodynamics written for atmosphere as a GRS [12,13].
As a result, a significant shift of the spectrum of natural
oscillations has been detected, determined by the interaction of radiation with the atmosphere. It was found that
the spectrum of the acoustic-gravity waves in the atmosphere during the day has a higher frequency than that at
the night. Calculations well confirmed by experimental
observations.
In consequence it became clear that on the way of
creating an evolutionary model of the atmosphere there
exist a lot of problems. One of the main challenges in
building a model of the atmosphere as an open non-equilibrium system is that the existing mathematical tool,
which is based on the equations of gas dynamics, is not
suitable to describe the non-equilibrium processes. To
create such mathematical tool, the development of the
physics of non-equilibrium systems is required. i.e. the
physics, which describes the time-dependent dissipative
processes at the all hierarchically levels of the transformation of the incoming energy into open systems, in particular, the energy of solar radiation [14,15].
Here on the example of ST will be shown how to develop a model GRS. We are starting from the linear
models of atmospheric disturbances. After that we will
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.
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show; how to modify the equations of non-equilibrium
thermodynamics for using them to study the dynamic
properties of the GRS; how the non-equilibrium processes in the atmosphere are connected with solar radiation; what are the difficulties in creating mathematical
tools which lets describe open systems and how to overcome them; how to develop the evolution physics, i.e.
the physics that will explore the processes of generation,
development of the open non-equilibrium systems.

The Linear Model of the Atmosphereic
Disturbances Generated by ST
As in the case of tides and in the case of small-scale
inhomogeneities atmosphere generated by ST, perturbation calculations were based on the atmospheric gas dynamics equations in the thermodynamic approach. The
general form a set of equations for the ST can be represented as follows [7,8]:
∂ρ ∂t = −∇ ( ρ v )

(1)

ρ ∂v ∂t + ρ ( v∇ ) v = −∇p + ρ g + F

(2)

(

(3)

{∂

)

∂t + v∇} p − c 2 ρ =S
p = ρ RT

(4)

Here t is the time; ρ is the atmospheric gas density;
T is the atmospheric temperature; v is the gas velocity;
p is the pressure; g is the gravitational acceleration;
R is the absolute gas constant reduced to molecular
weight; c is a sound velocity; S is a heat flow per
unit volume per unit time; F is external forces.
Since the ST has a global nature, the Eqs.1-4 should
be solved in the spherical coordinate of system. Representing solution these equations in the form of the expansion in terms of harmonics:

f = ∑ l = −∞
∞

(∫

∞

−∞

)

Flω (θ , z ) exp ( iωt ) dω eilϕ ,

taking into account the smallness of the so-called sine
terms, we can obtain the solution of the Eqs.1-4. For a
pressure disturbance in an approximation, dictated by the
ST characteristic dimensions, we will have [16]:

=
p

∫

(1 4π ) exp ( − γ z
2

2 H ) ∑ l = −∞ exp il (ϕ − Ωt ) 
∞

∞
∞
∞
× ∑ n = l ΛPl n ( cos θ ) ∫−∞  ∫0 G ( z z0 )

× Sb dz0 + p0  exp ( iλ t ) dλ


(5)

Here, z ,θ , ϕ are the height above the Earth’s surface,
latitude, and longitude, respectively; Pl n ( cos θ ) are the
Legendre polynomials; n = l , l + 1, l + 2, ; Sb is the
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harmonic of the source function expansion in terms of
spherical functions; p0 is the undisturbed harmonic of
atmospheric pressure; λ = ω + l Ω ; ω is a frequency;
Ω is the Earth’s angular velocity of rotation; G ( z z0 )
is Green’s function determined by the ST spherical model; =
Λ ( 2n + 1)( n − 1)! ( n + 1)! .
The calculation results of a pressure disturbance, generated by the spherical model of ST, on Figure 1 is illustrates. This calculation was performed using Formula
(5), when the source function depends on the heat income into the atmosphere [17].
The interaction solar radiation with atmospheric gas in
the ST region in some cases can lead to instability [8,18].
The mechanism of this instability is caused by the gradient of the solar radiation absorption coefficient during
sunrise. This instability we call as “gradient-radiation instability”. The nature of this instability can be explained
as follows: if any atmospheric element shifts in the region with a considerable radiation flux, e.g., under the
action of the wave’s disturbance, this element will warm
up and expand. If its expansion is sufficient, this element
will start to float up. Because this elements falls in the
region of stronger heating the process becomes exponentially unstable. The criterion for the “gradient-radiation
instability” has the form [18]:

g c p + ∂T ∂z − τ 0 ∂ (α S ) ∂z 

( ρc ) < 0
p

(6)

where τ 0 is the external wave period; α is the radiation absorption coefficient; c p is the heat capacities at
constant pressure.
According to estimations, the radiation instability can
originate in the dawn time in the thermosphere.

2. THE FIRST STEP TO GRS
For describing the evolutionary processes in the atmosphere, caused by solar radiation, must take into account the interdependence of the solar radiation and the
state of the atmospheric gas. The analogue of the selfconsistent system of equations can serve as equations for
the plasma in an electromagnetic field [19]. A similar

Figure 1. A pressure disturbance generated by the ST.
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

system of equations must be constructed for the atmosphere. This system of equations will allow in the given
point of the atmosphere to take into account not only the
dependence of the radiation flux from the parameters of
the atmosphere but also the dependence of the parameters of the gas from the solar radiation flow. As such a
system of the equations, which allows studying the nonequilibrium dynamic processes of an atmosphere, it is
possible to use the modified equations of non-equilibrium thermodynamics [20], taking into account the interaction of atmospheric gas and radiation [21]. The solution of the equations of non-equilibrium thermodynamics is a very difficult task. Therefore simplification
these equations are needed. We have done the maximum
simplification of the original system of equations. At the
same time the terms that determine the relationship of
solar radiation and the gas state have been retained. In
the new system, the Eqs.1, 2 and 4 are preserved. But the
energy equation will differ (see (7)). These equations by
the equations for the flow of solar radiation were supplemented (8), (9). The modification of the system of
equations can be written as [12]:

( ρ cV

p ) ∂ ∂t { p − c p ρ } + (1 T ) ∇L

−1 T ∫ χ a′ (ν ) ρ Iν dν + (1 T ) ∇J e =
0

(7)

( J1 ) z = µ1 ρ J1 ,

(8)

( J 2 )z

(9)

= − µ2 ρ J 2

Here cν is the heat capacities at constant volume; Iv
is the intensity of a beam of photons with frequency ν ;
χα′ is the radiation absorption coefficient per unit gas
density; L is the heat flux; J e is the thermal radiation of
the atmospheric gas; µ1 , µ2 are the average coefficient
of solar radiation flux absorption which going down and
up consequently; J1 , J 2 are the solar radiation flux are
directed from top to bottom and vice versa; z is denote
partial derivatives with respect to corresponding coordinate.
In the Eqs.1, 2, 4, 7-9 we saved only those terms
which play a significant role in the generation of acoustic-gravity waves in atmosphere. The first two terms in
Eq.7 correspond to the description of atmospheric perturbation in the linear approach [7]. These terms are responsible for acoustic-gravity wave’s generation in the
equilibrium atmosphere. The last three terms appeared
since the interaction between radiation and the atmospheric gas is taken into account. The third term is related
to thermal conductivity. The fourth term is related to
heating of the atmosphere by solar radiation, and the last
term is related to infrared radiation outgoing into the
space.
Since the coefficients of solar radiation flux absorption
which going down and up consequently dependent on the
OPEN ACCESS
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atmospheric chemistry at different altitudes and have a
very complicated character, the approximations of the
Bouguer’s Eqs.8, 9 are used [3,6]. These equations have
non-linear terms in the right-hand side which connect the
atmospheric gas and solar radiation into the GRS.
The dispersion equation was determined in accordance
with Eqs.1, 2, 4, 7-9. Its numerical calculations showed
the shift of the spectrum of acousticgravity waves. This
shift is appeared in the equilibrium atmosphere due to the
interaction of the solar radiation and gas. It is directed
towards the high-frequency region in the day time and
caused by the solar radiation absorption and atmospheric
emission of the radiations. These results are confirmed
experimentally by the spectral analysis of the data of the
pressure perturbation obtained during the period of August, September, and January in Antarctica [13]. This
clearly demonstrates the fundamental role of coupling the
gas and radiation.
Figure 2 is a diagram of deviation of the pressure
values (in percentage) which obtained in accordance with
the system of Eqs.1, 2, 4, 7-9 in the zero-order approximation. It is a deviation from the values calculated by the
barometric formula.
Thus we obtain a good agreement between the theory
results and experimental measurements for GRS model.
Since the effects due to non-equilibrium atmosphere
and openness were significant it became apparent that for
getting a real picture of the processes in the atmosphere,
the atmosphere should be viewed as a GRS [12-14,21].
But to construct an evolutionary model of the atmosphere, the Eqs.1, 2, 4, 7-9 need to be modified in view of
the more exactly nature of the energy exchange between
the gas and radiation. As a next step to this aim we can
use the non-equilibrium thermodynamics equations for
atmospheric gas [21] and the equations for the solar radiation flux [3,6].

41

3. HOW TO CONSTRUCT THE
NONEQUILIBRIUM
THERMODYNAMICS EQUATION FOR
GRS
The non-equilibrium thermodynamics equations there
are equations which determine the change in mass, momentum, kinetic energy, internal energy and entropy in
the non-equilibrium atmospheric gas of GRS [15]. But
for GRS these equations must be modified taking into
account the specific of the GRS. Let us show how it is
possible to construct a system of equations for the GRS
based on the classical equations of non-equilibrium thermodynamics [15,20]. We will start from the balance equation for the density of gas.
Atmospheric gas is a multicomponent. The balance
between the different components is determined by photochemical reactions. Let the gas consists of m components of photochemical with the partial densities

ρα , ρ = ∑ α =1 ρα is a total density of the gas. The
continuity equation for the density ρα with the prom

cesses of photoionization and recombination can be obtained by taking into account the change in mass of the
corresponding component as a result of photochemical
reactions. It has the form:

(

∂ρα ∂t = −∇ ( ρα uα ) + M α ν α Jα − γ α Nα2

(

)

(10)

)

Jα Iα Nα0 − Nα (а) is a photoionization rate,
=
where
i.e. the number of acts of reaction per unit volume and
per unit time, Iα is an intensity of solar radiation,
which determines the photoionization α is a component, γ α is a coefficient of photo recombination, Nα0
is a number of α neutral gas component per volume
unit. From the conservation of mass, we have:
0.
∑ α =1 M α (ν α Jα − γ α Nα2 ) =
m

Although the condition (a) simplified, it allows taking
into account the qualitative level of the photoionization
process.
Let us introduce the local velocity of the center of
m
mass for fluid particles: u = ∑ α =1 ρα uα ρ and the local
uα − u , and
rate of diffusion of each component: w=
α
the diffusion fluxes Wα = ρα wα , satisfying the condition:
m
∑ α =1Wα = 0 .
The equation describing the change in the total momentum per unit volume can be written as:

∂ ( ρ ui ) ∂t = − ∂ ∂xk ( ρ ui uk + Pδ ik − ∏ik ) + ∑ α =1 ρα Fα i
m

(11)

Figure 2. The deviation of the pressure in GRS from the barometric formula.

Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

where Fα i is a force, acting on a unit weight of α
component of GRS.
Here and after the indices “ t , xk ”denote partial derivatives with respect to time and the corresponding coordiOPEN ACCESS
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nate.
The natural interpretation of (11) is that in addition to
convective momentum flux with the projections ρ ui uk
there is a “viscous” thread pulse: Pδ ik − ∏ik , not associated with the orderly movement of gas (convection)
and with the random thermal motion. This movement
also results to flow of the pulse through the boundary of
the volume V and characterized by the values of the tensor Pδ ik − ∏ik at the boundary of the volume V.
m
The source of the total momentum ∑ α =1 ρα Fα i is the
total external force. In connection with estimations the
main forces for the neutral atmosphere are gravity and
pressure. Gravity causes the gravitational waves, and the
pressure is source of the acoustic waves.
In the ionosphere the essential role played by the ionized component of the atmospheric gas. Therefore the
forces associated with the presence of electric and magnetic fields are appears. These forces can be written as:
=
Fi ρi E + (1 c ) [ ji B ]

(12)

where B is external magnetic field, E is electric field,
ρi charge density for the i-th component of the charge,
ji is ionospheric current.
The first term in the expression for the force is due to
external electric fields. Usually this term is significant in
the area of the equator and the poles. In the mid latitudes
electromagnetic force mainly is caused by the presence
of a magnetic field. The expression for the current on the
ionospheric heights ~200 km is [22]:

{

j σ e h ( Eh ) + ( ∇pe h ( eN ) )  + (ν eν in ) (ωeωi ) ( E +
=

(

)

}

(13)
where ν in is characteristic frequency of collisions between ions and neutral component of the gas, h is the
unit vector of the magnetic field of the earth, v is a
velocity of the charged components, v p = ∇pe ( eN B ) ,

pe is a pressure of the electron gas, e is electron
charge, N is a electron density, ωe , ωi is a gyrofrequency of electrons and ions, respectively,
σ e = e2 N meν e is a electronic conductivity, me is a
mass of the electron, ν e is a frequency of electron collisions with neutral particles.
For the atmosphere above 300 km for the electromagnetic force can be writing:

{

}

(14)

In according with (14) the forces in a first approximation due to the motion of the electron gas in the Earth’s
magnetic field are proportional to the electron density.
In addition to the magneto-ionic forces, there are
forces of friction in the ionospheric plasma due to colliCopyright © 2014 SciRes.

(

(

)

)

∂ ρ u 2 2 ∂t = − ∂ ∂xk  ρ u 2 uk 2 + ( Pδ ik − ∏ik ) ui 
+ ( Pδ ik − ∏ik ) ∂ ∂xk ui + ∑α =1 ρα Fα u
m

(15)

This form of the kinetic energy balance equation based
on a physical hypothesis that the convective flow in addition to ρ u 2u 2 on the border of the volume there is a
“viscous” thread of the kinetic energy with the projections ( Pδ ik − ∏ik ) ui , and the sources of kinetic energy
m
in addition to the work of external forces ∑ α =1 ρα Fα u
are the forces of pressure and viscous friction (the second
term in the right-hand side of (15)).
From the formula ρψ = ∑ α ραψ α (ψ α is a potential energy for α -component, per unit mass) in connection with Equation (10) we have:

∂ ∂t=
( ρψ )

∑ α =1ψ α ∂ρα
m

∂t

(

=−∑ α =1ψ α ∂ ( ρα uα i ) ∂xi + ∑ α Ψα M α ν α Jα − γ α Nα2
m

)

(16)

+ ∇pe eN ) − ν eν in2 ωeωi2 [ Eh] + [∇pe × h] ( eN ) 

Fi ≈ ρiν in h ( vh ) − v + v p × h

sions of ions and electrons and neutral particles. These
=
Fi mν ij ui − u j . Where mi —is a mass of
forces are:
i—component of the gas, ν ij is a frequency of collisions i and j —components of the ionospheric plasma,
ui , u j is a relative velocity.
The energy of the atmospheric gas should be divided
into three parts. There are kinetic, potential and internal
energy per unit volume of the atmosphere. Kinetic energy equation is [20]:

Using the formula Fai = − dψ α dxi and selecting convective flow ρψ u , the equation (16) becomes:

(

)

∂ ∂t ( ρψ )t = −∇=
ρψ u + ∑ α 1W
αψ α − ∑ α 1 ρα Fα u
=
m

m

(

− ∑ α =1Wα Fα + ∑ α Ψα M α ν α Jα − γ α Nα2
m

)

(17)
From (17) is following that the potential energy flux
besides the convective “ ρψ u ” contains the diffusion
m
flux: ∑ α =1Wα Fα .
The balance of the total mechanical energy per unit
ρ Etot ρ u 2 2 +ψ is determined by adding
volume =
Eqs.15 and 17:

(

)

∂ ( ρ E ) ∂t

{

= − ∂ ∂xi ( ρ E + P ) δ ik − ∏ik  ui + ∑α =1Wα kψ α
m

+ ( Pδ ik − ∏ik ) ∂ui ∂xk − ∑α =1Wα Fα
m

(

+ ∑ Ψα M α ν α Jα − γ α Nα2
α

}
(18)

)

Write down the equation for the balance of the internal
energy density, defining it as the third component of the
total energy density:
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ρ Etot = ρ u 2 2 + ρψ + ρU = ρ ( E + U ) .

( )

m
∂ ( ρ S ) ∂t = −∇  ρ Su + L − ∑α =1 M α Jα T  + L∇ T −1



The source of the total energy of the atmospheric gas
is solar radiation Φ r . In addition it is necessary to take into
account the radiative cooling of the atmosphere. In this case
the total energy balance equation Etot becomes:

(

)

∂ ( ρ Etot ) ∂t = −∇ ρ Etot u + J Etot + Φ r

(19)

where the non-convective flow J Etot equal to
J=
iEtot

m

(20)

In addition to the convective flow of internal energy

 heat flux L is exists, and the density of sources in
ρUu

addition to the internal energy of the viscous forces and
pressure contains a diffusion term ∑ α Wα Fα . That the
balance equation for the internal energy stored in the
form of (20) is due to the physical hypothesis that the
force of viscous friction and pressure forces are responsible for the orderly transfer of mechanical energy of the
gas and not the transfer of energy of random thermal
motion.
According to hypothesis of the existence of local equilibrium, the local molar thermodynamic entropy is defined by the equation:

dS =
( dU + PdV ) T + dSr

(21)

where dSr is increase of entropy due to the radiation
fluxes.
Assume that (21) holds true along the trajectory of the
center of mass of small volumes of gas. Multiplying both
sides of equation (21) by ρ , replacing V = ρ −1 and
going to the sub-stationary derivative with respect to
time we obtain:

PdS dt = T −1  ρ dU dt − P ρ −1 dρ dt  + Pσ r

(22)

where σ r is entropy production in GRS due to the radiation fluxes [3,6].
By doing in (22) the relevant transaction we arrive at
the expression:
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

m

(23)
The interpretation of (23) is obvious: in addition to the
convective flow of entropy ρ Su , there is heat flux
L T , and the density of the sources of entropy is given
by:
m

The non-convective flow J iEtot consists of “viscous”
flow diffusion potential energy flux and heat flux (the
first, second and third terms on the right side J iEtot , respectively). This expression can be regarded as a phenomenological definition of the heat flux Li . The contribution of radiation to the energy balance of the atmosphere is determined by the Φ r .
Balance equation for the internal energy in the approximation of stationary atmospheric is obtained by subtracting the expression (18) from (19) and using the expression J iEtot :

+ ∑α =1Wα Fα + Φ r

+ T −1 ∑α =1 Iα Fα + T −1 ∏ik ∂ui ∂xk + σ r

σ = L∇ (T −1 ) − ∑α =1 Iα [ − Fα T ] + T −1 ∏ik ∂ui ∂xk + σ s

( Pδ ik − ∏ik ) uk + ∑ αm=1Wα iψ α + Li .

 + L ) − ( Pδ − ∏ ) ∂ ∂x u
∂ ( ρU ) ∂t = −∇ ( ρUu
ik
ik
k i

43

(24)
Consequently, the production of entropy in the atmosphere caused by thermal conductivity due to the existence of a temperature gradient (term “ L∇ T −1 ”) diffusion caused by the presence of external forces, viscosity
caused by the presence of velocity gradients (term
T −1 ∏ik ( ui ) x ), as well as its flow together with the solar
k
radiation.
Expression (24) is bilinear: each term is a factor of
type of flow (heat flow L, diffusive flux Iα , momentum
flux, or the viscosity tensor ∏ik and the rate of a chemical reaction J j ) and a factor proportional to the gradient of some value—temperature, potential energy (power Fα ), velocity.

( )

4. SOLAR RADIATION
The non-equilibrium thermodynamics equations for
atmospheric gas of GRS must be supplemented by equations for the solar radiation. The solar energy leads to an
increase of dynamic processes in the atmosphere, as is
the case for the ST. The radiation changes the potential
energy of the atmosphere by changing the temperature of
the atmosphere in a gravitational field and by changing
the chemical composition of the gas. It also changes the
internal energy due to the heating of the atmosphere as a
result of various dissipative processes. Moreover, it is
stored in various inorganic and organic systems. Below
we consider the simplest case, when the solar radiation
changes the entropy and energy of the atmosphere.
According to Plank [6] the entropy density of the radiation with frequency ν and intensity Iν is equal to:

=
sv

( 2kv

2

)

c3 (1 + y ) ln (1 + y ) − y ln y 

(25)

and their temperature:

=
Tv−1

( k hν ) ln (1 + 1 y )

(26)

where y = c 2 I v 2hv3 .
Formulas (25) and (26) can be obtained by considering
the photons as particles obeying Bose-Einstein statistics
[20].
Flows of energy and entropy of radiation per unit area
( f r and f s ) obtained by integrating the I v and csv
OPEN ACCESS
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frequency and solid angle:

f=
r

∫∫ I v ΩdΩdv

(27)

=
fs

∫∫ csv ΩdΩdv

(28)

where Ω is a unit vector along the line, dΩ is differential solid angle.
Differentiating (25) with respect to time t and the coordinate’s r, we obtain [6]:
∂ ( csv )=
∂t

(1 T ) ∂I v

∂t , Ω ⋅ ∇ ( cs
=
v)

(1 Tν ) Ω ⋅ ∇I v
(29)

It follows that the entropy of the radiation transfer equation associated with conventional radiation transfer
equation as follows:

(1 c ) ∂sν

∂t +=
Ω ⋅∇ ( csv )
=

(1 Tν ) ( (1 c ) ∂Iν ∂t + Ω ⋅∇I v )
(1 Tν )  Bv χ a − I v ( χ a + χ s )
(30)

where χ a and χ s are the absorption and scattering of
photons, Bv is a Planck’s radiation function. Due to the
factor 1 c , in the derivatives on t in (30) are generally
negligibly small.
In particular, if the radiation emitted by a black body
(in this case Tv = Tr constant), for (27), (28) we will have:
f r = σ BTr4

f s = ( 4 3) σ BTr3

(31)
(32)

(where σ B is a Stefan-Boltzmann constant).
In non-equilibrium system, comprising a substance
and radiation at different temperatures (e.g., molecules of
the atmosphere, and solar photons), entropy density (with
index m) and photon (with index r) its flow and production are formed:
s=
sm + sr ; J ( s ) =
J ( sm ) + J ( sr ) ; σ =
σm +σr.

At interaction photons with matter (absorption and
scattering), the production of the entropy per unit volume
is equal to:

σ r =−
∫ div ( ΩI v )(1 T − 1 Tν ) dΩdv.

(33)

For black body radiation from (33) is obtained:

σr =
−divf r (1 T − 4 ( 3Tν ) ) .

(34)

In (33), (34) the first term describes the change in entropy of matter, and the second—the photons. The fact
that even for the non-equilibrium state of matter—a
photon flux-entropy depends on the same parameters as
the entropy of matter, S(E, T, V) (including the fact that
the chemical potential of photons is zero [6,20]) confirms
validity generalization of the above formulas for the radCopyright © 2014 SciRes.

iation to non-equilibrium state.
Let us summarize the properties of entropy, defining
its role in non-equilibrium systems. First of all, this is the
only function of the state, which differs for irreversible
and reversible processes: in the first case, it is growing,
in the second case, does not change. The growth in total
entropy of irreversible processes determines the direction
of time (“arrow of time” [23]). Furthermore, the entropy
is a measure of disorder macrostate which may be realized through various combinations of microstates. So it
may serve as a measure reducing the ordering and increased—a measure of disorder. Finally, the entropy expresses the quality of energy. If the photon fluxes at a
higher temperature than thermal radiation of the atmosphere, we have the increasing of the negentropy and increasing the order of the atmosphere.
It is believed that because the entropy of the system is
not preserved, its plays a minor role compared with the
energy. However the fact that the entropy is in contrast to
the energy is not conserved, does not diminish its importance as a parameter characterizing the evolution of the
systems. Its increase or decrease indicates the nature of
the processes occurring in the system (ordering or disordering), and the magnitude of change may serve as their
measure. When we say that the energy spent is actually
spent negentropy. In this case, the energy comes and
goes, but in different forms.

5. PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF
NONEQUILIBRIUM PHYSICS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE
In general, the non-equilibrium thermodynamics equations allow us to study the GRS dynamics. But for it the
knowledge of the various factors, such as thermal conductivity, coefficient of absorption of solar radiation, coefficients photochemical reactions, etc. is requires. Up to
now these coefficients as usually take from the experiments. But they must be obtained rigorously on the
basis of knowledge of equations defining the relationship
of microscopic processes of interactions of substances
and radiation with the collective properties of the medium. To find these coefficients need a theory that allows
us to define the laws of systems dynamics on the basis of
knowledge the law for dynamics their elements and external restrictions. One of the key problems constructing
of this theory connected with that that the modern physical theories based on classical mechanics are not able to
explain dissipative processes [23].
Indeed, all evolutionary phenomena in nature are related to the dissipative processes because attractors could
not appear without dissipation. Boltzmann was the first
who understood this problem and tried to solve it within
the frames of the Newton’s laws. The conventional exOPEN ACCESS
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planation of the mechanism of irreversibility is based on
the property of exponential instability of Hamiltonian
systems and the hypothesis of the existence of the fluctuations. The hypothesis of the existence of fluctuations
provides breaking of the time symmetry of Hamiltonian
systems. But this explanation does not give answer on
the question, why in the frame of the Newton’s law the
systems mechanics is reversible but in the nature all processes are irreversible.
In the recent years a deterministic solution of the ireversibility problem in the frame of the classical mechanics has been submitted. This solution has been found as a
result of the removal of restrictions under which formalisms of classical mechanics was constructed [14,24,25].
The key idea which allowed to find this explanation consists in that that in the nature only bodies having the
structure are exists. Presence of a structure causes a nonlinear transformation of the body’s motion energy into
the internal energy. It is a cause of dissipation.
In the foundations of explanation of the mechanism of
irreversibility the equation of motion system from potentially interacting material points is used. This motion
equation has the form [25]:
(35)
M V =
− F env − α V
N

N

N

N

where α N is a coefficient determined by the change in
the internal energy of the system; M N is a mass of the
system; VN is a velocity of the center of mass of the
system; F env is a resultant force applied to the center of
mass of the system.
The first term on the right-hand side of (35) is a potent
force that changes the kinetic energy of the system. The
second term is measure of the internal energy change.
Using the system’s motion Eq.35 a generalized Liouville
equations for non-equilibrium systems were obtained. It
has the form [24]:

∂f ∂t =− f ∑ L =1 ∂FL ∂VL
R

(36)

Here f is a distribution function for a set of subsystems, into which the non-equilibrium systems are divided;
FL is a dissipative force; L = 1, 2,3,, R are a number
of subsystems; VL is L -subsystems velocity.
Eqs.35 and 36 show the possibility of extending the
classical mechanics. This extending can be used for describe the dynamics of dissipative processes, to substantiate of the thermodynamics, statistical physics and
kinetics. i.e. the possibility of using the laws of dynamics
of elements to determined the laws of dynamics of their
systems are opens.
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and its dynamics. Solar radiation together with the atmospheric gas is a self-consistent non-equilibrium open
system. It was found that the interaction of solar radiation with atmospheric gas leads to a shift of the spectrum
of acoustic-gravitational waves. In the stationary case,
the vertical structure of the atmosphere is determined not
only by the composition of the atmospheric gas and the
forces of gravity, but also by the spatial-time character of
the energy exchange between the gas and radiation.
Therefore for construct of atmospheric model, for studies
of dynamical processes in the atmosphere and the climate change, etc., atmosphere should be considered as
GRS.
For the study of the GRS, the equations of non-equilibrium dynamics can be used. In order to take into account the effects of photoionization and recombination,
of multi-component of the atmospheric gas, the dependence of its spatio-temporal structure from the radiation,
etc., the system equations of non-equilibrium dynamics
need to be modified. This modification can be achieved
by adding to the system of equations of gas dynamics the
equations defining the radiation flux and accounting the
terms in the gas-dynamic equations of conservation of
mass, momentum and energy that govern the interaction
of gas and radiation.
Solving of non-equilibrium thermodynamics equations
faces a number of fundamental problems. First of all, to
solve these equations the knowledge of the various factors such as thermal conductivity, coefficient of absorption of solar radiation, coefficients photochemical reactions etc., are required. Moreover these equation are not
applicable to describe the fast processes in rarefied environments in systems far from equilibrium, in the high
layers of the atmosphere, in the areas of sharp changes in
environmental parameters, such as in the field of ST. For
overcome these difficulties the development such a theoretical formalism which allows obtain non-equilibrium
thermodynamics equations, describing the dynamics of
the system, on the basis of the rigorous laws of dynamics
of its elements are need. Such a theory should allow to
link photochemical and other processes occurring at the
micro-level, with macro-processes that determine the
dynamics of a continuous medium, which is the GRS.
The key idea the creation of this theory is to replace the
mechanics of a material point on the mechanics, whose
elements are the system. Such mechanics allow strictly
bind micro-processes with dissipative macroprocesses.
As a result the properties of the system from the properties of the structural elements under the existing external
constraints can be found.

6. CONCLUSION
Solar radiation is one of the main external factors that
determine the spatial-time structure of the atmosphere
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.
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